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CHAPTER 10

WE GOT THE BEAT
This exercise will give you an opportunity to put into practice 
the information that was given in CHAPTER 10. Understanding 
how the beat works is essential to playing contemporary 
western music well. Let’s start with a recap from the book. 

A classic example of a song written in 4/4/ is “Hark! the Herald Angels Sing.” If 
you count it out, the measure starts over again on hark, angels, glory, and 
newborn. Those words sit on the first beat of each measure, or the “one” beat. 

A classic example of a song written in 3/4 is “The First Noel.” If you count it out, 
the measure starts over again on first, el, angels, and say.

E X A M P L E  1 :

1 2 3 4 2 2 3 4 3 2 3 4 4 2 3 4

E X A M P L E  2 :

1 2 3 2 2 3 3 2 3 4 2 3



The previous examples helped to illustrate how to count the beat within a given song. 
Most songs you will encounter in Contemporary Christian Music will be written in 4/4 or 
3/4. Occasionally a song will be written in 2/4 or 6/8. (Some songs will even use a single 
measure within the song that has an additional beat, or one less. This is not common, 
but it happens.) Let’s review the five most common ways that the beats will be filled: 

If you are counting “one, two, three, four,” for the beats of a 4/4 song, then 
you are counting quarter notes. A quarter note is a note that is played for one 
quarter of a 4/4 measure, or one beat. It is important to point out that the quarter 
note is still just one beat in any other time signature, even though that would 
technically be half of a 2/4 measure. 

A half note, then, is half of the 4/4 measure, or two beats. A whole note 
would be held out for the duration of the entire measure, or four beats. 

Going in the other direction, notes can actually occupy less than one beat. An 
eighth note is half of a beat. To count eighth notes, you count the measure as, 
“one and two and three and four and.” Each word represents an eighth note. 

Although much more could be said about this and about the many ways to fill
—and go beyond— a measure, we will, for our purposes here, go no further than 
acknowledging the sixteenth note, which is a quarter of a beat. You can fit four 
sixteenth notes into a single beat, and sixteen sixteenth notes into a single 
measure, and you count that measure as, “one e and ah, two e and ah, three e 
and ah, four e and ah.” Again, each word (or something like a word) represents a 
sixteenth note.”
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Now it’s your turn. Complete the following exercises below to show your mathematical 
mastery of the beat. 

1. “Come Thou Fount of Every Blessing” uses a pickup beat at the beginning of the 
song. After that pickup beat, what words do the first beat of the next four 
measures land on? 

__________________   __________________   __________________   ___________________ 

2. What beat does the opening word, “Oh” occupy in the first measure of “How 
Great Thou Art?” 

  __________________ 

3. Add the following beats together and give a mathematical answer to the 
following equations: 

 A. whole note + whole note + half note = __________________ beats 

 B. whole note + half note + quarter note = __________________ beats 

 C. sixteenth note + sixteenth note + half note = __________________ beats 

 D. quarter note + eighth note = __________________ beats 

 E. whole note + half note + quarter note + eighth note + sixteenth note  

  = __________________ beats
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CHAPTER 11

THE KEEPER OF THE KEYS
This exercise will give you an opportunity to put into practice the 
information that was given in CHAPTER 11. Understanding notes, keys, 
and how they work together in a given song will help you unlock your 
full potential as a musical ninja. Let’s start with a recap from the book. 

There are essentially twelve notes in contemporary western music. Those twelve 
notes, then, just repeat themselves over and over, using higher and lower 
frequencies of the same basic notes. The eighty-eight keys of a piano are just 
these same twelve notes being used over and over again, but using a higher 
frequency version of those same notes from left to right. Those twelve basic 
notes are: 

A, A# (or Bb), B, C, C# (or Db), D, D# (or Eb), E, F, F# (or Gb), G, G# (or Ab) 

Here is another way to look at the same twelve notes: 

You may have noticed that some notes have two names. The hashtag indicates 
that the note is sharp, or one half step higher than the note beside it. The little 
“b” indicates that the note is flat, or one half step lower than the bone beside it. 

WARNING: the next page contains some super nerdy extra stuff that was not in the 
book. You don’t have to pay attention to it, but it may be helpful…

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

A A# B C C# D D# E F F# G G#

or or or or or

Bb Db Eb Gb Ab
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Super Nerdy Extra Stuff: 

Notes that have a sharp or flat attached to them are called accidentals. Notes that share 
the same pitch but different names are called enharmonics. The smallest interval 
commonly used in western music, the half step, is actually called a semitone, while a 
full step, which is technically two half steps, is called a tone. The full scale that consists 
of every possible note is called the chromatic scale. Also, every scale should technically 
include every letter of the musical alphabet. I didn’t make this stuff up… I’m just letting 
you know… 

Now that you know all of the possible notes (or the chromatic scale), you can easily 
identify which seven notes will be used in a given song simply by knowing which key 
the song is played in, and by following a simple formula. The simple formula is: 

Root, whole, whole, half, whole, whole, whole, half 
or 

R, w, w, h, w, w, w, h 

Start with the key in which the song is written. We’ll use the key of A as an 
example. The note directly to the right of A is a half step away from A. Two half 
steps make a whole step. So following the simple formula, the key of A would 
include the following seven notes: 

Root: A, whole: B, whole: C#, half: D, whole: E, whole: F#, whole: G#, half: A 

This formula works in any key. Let’s try the key of C: 

Root: C, whole: D, whole: E, half: F, whole: G, whole: A, whole: B, half: C 

HINT: To make the formula easy, consider starting with writing out the full chromatic 
scale beginning and ending with the key of the song. Your formula should take you 
from the first possible note all the way to the last possible note.
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Now it’s your turn. Use the R, w, w, h, w, w, w, h formula to figure out which notes are in 
the following keys: 

1. The key of G: 

 R: _____ , w: _____, w: _____, h: _____, w: _____, w: _____, w: _____, h: _____ 

2. The key of E: 

 R: _____ , w: _____, w: _____, h: _____, w: _____, w: _____, w: _____, h: _____ 

3. The key of D: 

 R: _____ , w: _____, w: _____, h: _____, w: _____, w: _____, w: _____, h: _____ 

4. The key of C#: 

 R: _____ , w: _____, w: _____, h: _____, w: _____, w: _____, w: _____, h: _____ 

5. The key of F: 

 R: _____ , w: _____, w: _____, h: _____, w: _____, w: _____, w: _____, h: _____ 

6. The key of Bb: 

 R: _____ , w: _____, w: _____, h: _____, w: _____, w: _____, w: _____, h: _____
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MAJOR MINORS
This exercise will give you an opportunity to put into practice the information 
that was given in CHAPTER 12. Once you understand how to figure out 
which notes are in a given key, discovering which chords are in that same 
key is a snap! Let’s start with a recap from the book. 

Let’s take our formula for finding the notes in a given key (R, w, w, h, w, w, w, h), 
and ascribe numbers to each step of the formula. It would look like this: 

R (1), w (2), w (3), h (4), w (5), w (6), w (7), h (8) 

Now let’s keep it practical by using an actual key. For example, let’s use the key 
of G: 

R: G (1), w: A (2), w: B (3), h: C (4), w: D (5), w: E (6), w: F# (7), h: G (8) 

We have officially converted the key of G into numbers. 

Now that we know how to find notes in a given key, and assign those notes to 
corresponding numbers, let’s talk about which chords in the key will be major and 
which chords will be minor. 

1, 4, and 5 are major chord numbers. 2, 3, and 6 are minor chord numbers. This 
means that in the key of G, for example, the typical chords that are used will be: 

G (1), Am (2), Bm (3), C (4), D (5), Em (6), F#dim (7), G (8) 

You may have noticed that the seven chord was neither major nor minor. It is 
actually diminished. No worries; the seven chord is rarely ever used as a full 
chord. It is typically only used as a note that is added as a bass note to the five 
chord. 

HINT: Once you know the key of a song, you can immediately begin to think of the 
most prominent chords used within that key. Those chords are 1, 4, 5, and 6.
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Now it’s your turn. Let’s identify the chords within each key. First, discover the notes 
within each key. Then turn those notes into numbered chords. Remember that the 1,4, 
and 5 are major chords, while the 2, 3, and 6 will be minor. The 7 will be diminished. 
Once you find the chords, circle the four most prominent chords within each key: 

1. The key of A:

R: w: w: h: w: w: w: h:

1: 2: 3: 4: 5: 6: 7: 8:

2. The key of C:

R: w: w: h: w: w: w: h:

1: 2: 3: 4: 5: 6: 7: 8:

3. The key of F:

R: w: w: h: w: w: w: h:

1: 2: 3: 4: 5: 6: 7: 8:

4. The key of Bb:

R: w: w: h: w: w: w: h:

1: 2: 3: 4: 5: 6: 7: 8:

5. The key of D:

R: w: w: h: w: w: w: h:

1: 2: 3: 4: 5: 6: 7: 8:



This exercise will give you an opportunity to put into practice the 
information that was given in CHAPTER 13. Our goal is to 
unravel the mystery of basic choral theory so that we can have a 
firm grasp of what notes make up the chords we are using within 
a given key. Let’s start with a recap from the book. 

Let’s recap with what we already know:  
 
There are twelve possible notes for any given key: 

A, A# (or Bb), B, C, C# (or Db), D, D# (or Eb), E, F, F# (or Gb), G, G# (or Ab) 
 
But there are actually only seven notes in a given key, with the eight note being a 
repeat of the first. You can figure out what seven notes are in a key by using the 
following formula: 

Root, whole, whole, half, whole, whole, whole, half 
 
That number also tells you which number each chord will represent: 

R (1), w (2), w (3), h (4), w (5), w (6), w (7), h (8) 

We also know that the 1, 4, and 5 are major chords, and the 2, 3, and 6 are minor 
chords. (The seven is diminished and we will not worry about it for now, as it is 
typically only added as a bass note to the five chord.) 

With all of that information in mind, we are ready to understand where chords 
come from. It’s simply, really. Using the major scale formula (R, w, w, h, w, w, w, h), 
we find major chords by using the 1, 3, and 5 of the chord’s major scale. An E 
major chord, for instance, uses the 1, 3, and 5 of the E major scale. The notes in 
the E major scale are: 

E (1), F# (2), G# (3), A (4), B (5), C# (6), D# (7), E (8)
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Therefore, the notes in the E chord are: 

E (1), G# (3), and B (5) 

This formula works for any major chord in any key. However, it is important to 
point out that to find the notes in a chord, you have to use the major scale of the 
chord you are trying to find, and not the major scale of the key of the song. For 
instance, the four chord in the key of E is the A chord. To find the notes in the A 
chord, you have to use the 1, 3, and 5 of the A major scale, which is: 

A (1), B (2), C# (3), D (4), E (5), F# (6), G# (7), A (8) 

Therefore, the notes in the A chord are: 

A (1), C# (3), and E (5) 

To discover the notes within a minor chord, you use a similar formula, but you 
go one half step down from the third note of the chord’s major scale. In the key 
of E, the six chord would be minor. Let’s find the notes within the C#m chord by 
locating the 1, 3b, and 5 of the C# major scale, which is: 

C# (1), D# (2), E# (3), F# (4), G# (5), A# (6), B# (7), C# (8) 

Don’t forget that the third note in the scale has to be flattened, or dropped one 
half step lower in order to create a minor chord. So the notes that make up the 
C#m chord are: 

C# (1), E (3b), and G# (5) 

Super Nerdy Extra Stuff: 

To be written correctly, the major scale needs to include all seven letters. Therefore, 
when writing out the C# major scale, you would use the note E# instead of F, and B# 
instead of C. These are simply enharmonic versions of the same frequency. 



Now it’s your turn. Let’s identify the notes within each chord in the key of G. First, 
discover the notes within the key. Then turn those notes into numbered chords. 
Remember that the 1, 4, and 5 are major chords, while the 2, 3, and 6 will be minor. 
Once you have the chords numbered, use the major scale for each chord to identify 
which notes make up each chord: 

1. The key of G:

R: w: w: h: w: w: w: h:

1: 2: 3: 4: 5: 6: 7: 8:

Name of the one chord ________________

R: w: w: h: w: w: w: h:

1: 3: 5:

Notes in the one chord:

Name of the two chord ________________

R: w: w: h: w: w: w: h:

1: 3: 5:

Notes in the two chord:

Name of the three chord ________________

R: w: w: h: w: w: w: h:

1: 3: 5:

Notes in the three chord:
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Name of the four chord ________________

R: w: w: h: w: w: w: h:

1: 3: 5:

Notes in the four chord:

Name of the five chord ________________

R: w: w: h: w: w: w: h:

1: 3: 5:

Notes in the five chord:

Name of the six chord ________________

R: w: w: h: w: w: w: h:

1: 3: 5:

Notes in the six chord:

BONUS FUN: Name of the seven chord ________________

R: w: w: h: w: w: w: h:

1: 3: 5:

Notes in the seven chord:
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This exercise will give you an opportunity to put into practice 
the information that was given in CHAPTER 14. We will actually 
go a bit deeper than the chapter was able to go, and hopefully 
all of the pieces of the puzzle will come together for you. But 
first, let’s start with a recap from the book. 

We have to put all of this information together in order to understand and utilize 
the Nashville Numbers System. Let’s start with an easy key: C 

Our twelve possible notes for the key are: 

A, A# (or Bb), B, C, C# (or Db), D, D# (or Eb), E, F, F# (or Gb), G, G# (or Ab) 

In any given key, you will either use sharps or flats, but not both. The key of C, 
however, has no sharps or flats at all. That is why it is an easy key. Starting with C 
as our root note, and using our major scale formula (or, in this case, simply using 
our knowledge that the key of C has no sharps or flats and that each letter has to 
be represented in the scale), we can quickly find the notes in our scale: 

Root: C, whole: D, whole: E, half: F, whole: G, whole: A, whole: B, half: C 

Now, let’s give each of those notes a corresponding number: 

C (1), D (2), E (3), F (4), G (5), A (6), B (7), C (8) 

And let’s remember that the 1, 4, and 5 are major chord numbers, while the 2, 3, 
and 6 are minor chord numbers. The seven is diminished and is rarely ever used 
in typical western music, but we’ll include it in our scale, anyway. Therefore, the 
chords available to us in the key of C will be: 

C (1), Dm (2), Em (3), F (4), G (5), Am (6), Bdim (7), C (8)
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Our four magic chords are the 1, 4, 5, and 6 (C, F, G, and Am), and the most likely 
chord progression would be 1 5 6 4 (C G Am F). 

Let’s write that progression using the Nashville Numbers System. Let’s assume 
the song is written in 4/4. and each chord lasts for four beats (or one whole 
note). Written in NNS, that chord progression would look like this: 

1 5 6 4 

Now, if you happened to play that progression and were overcome with an 
undeniable urge to sing “Blessed Be Your Name,” “Give Us Clean Hands,” 
“Hallelujah (Your Love Makes Me Sing),” “Here I Am to Worship,” or “The Heart of 
Worship,” it’s okay! There is nothing wrong with you (other than the fact that you 
may have grown up in the late eighties or early nineties). All of those songs (and 
many, many more) used the 1 5 6 4 progression in their chorus. 

The beautiful thing about the Nashville Numbers System is that it makes 
changing keys a simple task. 1 5 6 4 in the key of C is still 1 5 6 4 in the key of G, 
except now the chords are G D Em C. 

Super Nerdy Extra Stuff: 

Many of the actual chords being played in the specific song examples above are 
variation chords, but the essence of the 1 5 6 4 progression remains. My goal here was 
simplicity over exhaustive technical specifics. 

Assuming that we have all of this put together, let’s venture a little deeper and try to 
make some practical applications, shall we?
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While there is no “standard” format for the Nashville Numbers System, there are a few 
tricks that are commonly used to effectively communicate within the language. Here are 
a few: 

• If each number represents a whole note, but there is a chord change representing a 
half note, you would simply underline that section. Here is an example of what that 
would look like: 

TYPICAL “SONG SHEET” FORMAT:  

1     2     3     4     2     2     3     4     3     2     3     4     4     2     3     4
A                     E          D         A                      D

SAME PROGRESSION IN NNS: 

1   5 4 1   4

• Song sections are typically represented by different blocks. Each line of the block would 
typically represent four measures. Let’s look at the chorus of “How Great Thou Art” in 
typical “Song Sheet” format and then in NNS:

TYPICAL “SONG SHEET” FORMAT:  

                      A                    D
Oh Lord my God when I in awesome wonder
                A          E                D                  A               D
Consider all the worlds Thy hands have made
                A                        D
I see the stars, I hear the rolling thunder
                              A          E   D              A               D
Thy power throughout the universe displayed

SAME PROGRESSION IN NNS: 

1   1    4   4
1   5 4 1   4
1   1    4   4
1   5 4 1   4
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• Of course, you could always just write the numbers above the lyrics on a song sheet, as 
well (with or without the underline representing the half notes):

                     1                    4
Oh Lord my God when I in awesome wonder
                1          5                4                  1               4
Consider all the worlds Thy hands have made
                1                        4
I see the stars, I hear the rolling thunder
                              1          5   4              1               4
Thy power throughout the universe displayed

• In the case of a song being written in 3/4 time, each number would be assumed to 
represent a dotted half note, or 3 beats. Let’s use a simple version of “Come Thou Fount 
of Every Blessing” as an example:

TYPICAL “SONG SHEET” FORMAT:  

                   D                     A                          G           A            D
Come thou fount of every blessing tune my heart to sing Thy grace
                   D                   A                      G            A           D
Streams of mercy never ceasing call for songs of loudest praise
                 Bm     A   G          D                      Bm A    G              D
Teach me some melodious sonnet sung by flaming tongues above
                    D                        A                     G        A            D
Praise the mount I’m fixed upon it mount of Thy redeeming love

SAME PROGRESSION IN NNS:  

1           4           5      4  1
1           4           5      4  1
6m 5 4  1          6m 5 4  1
1           4           5      4  1

Additional Notes: Notice the single underline for parts that occupy two beats and the 
double underline for parts that occupy just one beat. This is one common way to 
communicate that information. There was also an “m” placed next to the six chord to 
indicate that it is a minor. This is also fairly common, though some people prefer to use 
the minus (-) symbol, instead. I also tried to space the block so that the timing of each 
change can be visually seen, this is always a good practice.



Now it’s your turn. Hopefully you have enough information to easily transpose a 
contemporary version of a classic hymn from one key to another. I will provide a piece 
of the song sheet in the key of E. Your job is to transform the chords in that section into 
numbers, and then use the numbers to transpose the song into a different key. Lastly, 
you will simply write out the same section using a Nashville Numbers System block. 

Here is “Be Thou My Vision” in the key of E: 

E
Be Thou my Vision oh Lord of my heart
B                                       A                     B
Naught be all else to me save that Thou art
A                      C#m            E             A      B
Thou my best Thought by day or by night
E                 C#m             A    B            E
Waking or sleeping Thy presence my light

2. Now replace the chords with the numbers: 

E
Be Thou my Vision oh Lord of my heart
B                                       A                     B
Naught be all else to me save that Thou art
A                      C#m            E             A      B
Thou my best Thought by day or by night
E                 C#m             A    B            E
Waking or sleeping Thy presence my light
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1. To transform the section into numbers, first find the numbers in the key of E:

R: w: w: h: w: w: w: h:

1: 2: 3: 4: 5: 6: 7: 8:



4. Using the numbers from Step 2 and the new corresponding chords from Step 3, 
write the new chords in the section below: 

E
Be Thou my Vision oh Lord of my heart
B                                       A                     B
Naught be all else to me save that Thou art
A                      C#m            E             A      B
Thou my best Thought by day or by night
E                 C#m             A    B            E
Waking or sleeping Thy presence my light

5. Finally, just for fun, write the same section out below in the Nashville Numbers 
System block form: 
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3. Now that we have the numbers in place, let’s find the chords and numbers for 
the key of G, which is the key we will transpose the song into:

R: w: w: h: w: w: w: h:

1: 2: 3: 4: 5: 6: 7: 8:


